ABCD Workshop Summary
October 1-3, 2014
Active ABCD researchers and partners participated in a workshop from October
1-3, 2014. This summary provides an overview of the sessions and discussion.
Objectives
1. Celebrate
2. Reflect, Harvest, Learning from ABCD





Identify what we’ve learned.
 Products underway, energy and priorities
Help others to leapfrog over us.
Get what we’ve learned from this work out into the world.
Inventory of what we have left behind (capacity building, evaluations, interviews,
citizens, partners)

3. Reflect, Learn, Harvest about Deliberation & Dialogue and Systems Change
4. Support Research & Action Projects
● Provide feedback for new and existing projects during workshop
● Build useful outputs on the spot
● Plan further collaboration + action
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ABCD Workshop Overview

ABCD Workshop Day 1: Wednesday October 1
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1.1 Plenary Panel on Citizen Involvement, Climate Politics, and Systems Change
Andrew Leach (Enbridge Professor of Energy Policy, University of Alberta)
● The conversation about climate change policy has been stagnant at all levels of
government since 2006 because of the current political and economic climate.
● Among the key needs/winning conditions for better environmental policy are: timely and
relevant information; informed engagement; and stringent policies according to our own
targets.
David McLaughlin (Strategic Advisor on Sustainability, University of Waterloo)
● Mobilizing citizens to affect changes requires ‘reframing’ - balancing climate change
fear/hope
● Among the key winning conditions are: making science and policy choices
understandable to elected officials and decision-makers and linking up citizen
deliberation to decision making.
Janette Hartz-Karp (Professor, Curtin University Sustainability Policy (CUSP) Unit:
● We need to adopt an adaptive management style to seize opportunities where we can,
instead of waiting for the ‘right’ leadership
● Key systemic obstacles to addressing climate change include our focus on 10 second sound
bites which fail to capture the complexity of climate change; our over focus on individualism;
hierarchical, technocratic decision-making; belief in the supremacy of technology and the
economy; short term governments; low to no risk policy
Discussion:
●

We must identify effective leverage points and effective interventions. Among the
significant points of intervention are: citizen engagement, creative innovations,
‘disruptive technologies’, traditional media and social media.
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1.2 The Edmonton Citizens’ Panel: What difference does citizen deliberation make?
Citizen Panelists (Scott and Twilla):
● Diversity of panelists adds value and richness to deliberative dialogues
● Deliberative dialogues can result in attitudinal change about other citizens and the City
Observer/scholar (Lyndsay):
● We need to understand the different values and perspectives citizens bring to an issue
Facilitator (Jacquie):
● Capacity of citizens - citizens went ‘further and faster’ than organizers anticipated

1.3 Learning from ‘Inside the Walls’ of the Edmonton Citizens’ Panel
Themes from group discussions:
● Explicit and implicit ideas about the boundaries of the conversation drive what’s invited
to be discussed (content), and in what ways (process)
● Need to define and offer a process to support participant role as pursuing public (not individual)
good
● Information and informed participants are key
● Beware of front-loading information, which can alienate participants
● Participants need a common understanding of municipal processes
● Diversity of representation and expertise equals legitimacy and purpose
● Effective group decision-making in deliberations is enhanced by: facilitation that ensures
all voices are heard; agreement on decision making processes and thresholds (e.g. 80%
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group support); anonymity in voting so conversion is removed; facilitation enables
participants to listen to each other
Individual sticky notes:
●
●
●
●
●

Need to be clear on upstream vs downstream approaches to deliberation
Should panel sustain its identity or maintain a special role after panel is over?
A variety of mediums and formats for learning are needed; create spaces for many types of learners
Is the length of six Saturdays right? The amount of time between sessions?
Does that panel make people more hawkish? Not as much as we thought.

1.4 The Edmonton Citizens’ Panel: “How do we intervene to change the system?”
●
●
●
●

The initial change story: to influence policy we need to partner with government,
especially municipalities.
This work takes place in a “A Living Laboratory,” with dynamic and complex systems.
There are tensions around roles, risk aversion.
What players were engaged, or were meant to be engaged?

1.5 Panel with Jesse Row, Ben Henderson and Heather Wheeliker
●
●
●

The citizens who participated were impacted by the experience, building their potential
for civic engagement and advocacy.
Policy makers were able to draw on Citizens Panel because of the breadth of
representation and strength of methodology.
One of the challenges is reaching people to share the journey as it is happening, for
example we might now need to personalize strategy to reach councillors that might be
seeing this information for the first time.
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Impact of deliberation on citizens:
●
●
●
●

●

citizens impacted, and pleased to have had a chance to participate
engaged citizens help City with policy
learning the facts of the topic help
difference between this and professional development:
○ in-depth learning
○ safe space to have a conversation with neighbours
○ group debating and learning together created more information mobility
○ engaged citizens
○ strong emphasis on values (what are people bringing to the table)
Citizens’ Panel was a step in a larger process

Connecting research and practice:
●

Research based (best-practice) seem to be more effective than generative (broad collection
of ideas)
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1.6 If you could go back in time what would be 3 pieces of advice about working
with key players?
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Build opportunities for ‘further, faster’ [option developed by Citizens in fifth session of
Panel] to be more fully developed
Do research with citizen panel in mind
More councillor representation in citizen session
Sharing learning from Citizens’ Panels across City with citizens about deliberation and
furthering this
Creative communications, engagement plan pre, during and post panel
Involve heads of departments up-front / empower bureaucracy to move forward (at this
point, could have panelists present to senior management)
Get Council approval for process to bring into Panel process as observers
Have process to share panel process and citizen journey with larger public
Earlier buy-in from Council and administration for Citizens’ Panel
Bring parallel tracks together
Connect with civil society organizations before, during, and after
Formalized MOU between City and ABCD/CPI (arrangements centralized)
Have council’s endorsement ahead of time. A “Committee of Council” to vet
energy/climate topic
More information provided around “what deliberation is”
Timing - strategic to meet all needs: needs of ABCD, Needs of City
Could have been framed differently to attract media attention
More councillor representation in citizen sessions
Do research in Citizen panel in mind
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ABCD Workshop DAY 2 - Thursday October 2, 2014
2.1 Orienting to the day
Exploring Broader Relevance of ABCD:
● Other possible scenarios: ‘What ifs’- if ABCD was fully independent; ABCD was fully
beholden to City; City signed the public engagement plan earlier, ABCD and the City
reached agreement earlier
● Addressing tangible policy choices instead of squandering these processes on ‘pie in the
sky’ planning
● We live in a representative democracy with moments of deliberation - how to open up
more opportunities for deliberation and impact decision-making when decision points are
spread out across diverse actors including administration and Council?

2.2 First Round of Write Shops: Please find full papers and feedback on Google docs.
2.3 AEEA, Water Deliberations and Systems Change
●
●
●
●

Challenge of short timeframe
Awareness of power relations and connection to policy affect the quality of facilitation
Deconstructing dominant frames and articulating alternative/minority frames - we need to
find compelling frames that people can ‘hang onto’
Using online deliberation to complement face to face deliberation. Deliberation needs to
reinforce real relationship and allows time to go through arc and process.
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2.4 Lego Serious Play -- How can citizen deliberation influence systems change
Significance of Lego exercise: “Visualize and reveal gaps in our thinking”
Take ideas into the laboratory – ‘go beyond the conference and take these ideas into the lab’

Objectives of Lego Serious Play
●
●
●

To build models for new ideas for projects around dialogue, deliberation and climate
change
To provide opportunities for peer review and for quickly improving ideas
To identify lessons learned from past projects and use these to identify next steps

Applying Concepts of Lego Serious Play to Our Work
●
●

Reveals gaps in thinking and allows us to visualize challenges and opportunities in our work
Uses metaphor and extremes to tell a story – e.g. “ideal” and “nightmare” politicians

Willingness to let go of own ideas and engage in ‘co-creative conversation’
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Lego Serious Play Projects
Group 1: Project Turtle
● About capacity-building of citizens so that they have the skills, tools and knowledge to
mobilize and apply pressure on powerful corporate and political institutions.

Group 2: Untitled
● This project explores the powerful forces pressing for maintaining the status quo, the
progressive forces unified together to push for progressive change, and the government
shielding the status quo.

Group 3: Energy Futures Lab
● Model captures the significance of creating connections and
bridges to community and civic society. These bridges are
significant for identifying and developing creative solutions
and leverage points.
Group 4: Pathways of deliberative influence
● This model creates and looks for points of opportunity within
existing power structures and democratic structures to use
strategic intervention points and address current and urgent
collective action problems.
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Concluding remarks:
●
●
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Deliberation is flexible, multidimensional and can
add real legitimacy to narrative development
Interconnectivity and ongoing connectivity.
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ABCD Workshop - DAY 3 - FRIDAY, OCTOBER 3, 2014

3.1 Writeshops - Papers are available on the ABCD shared site.
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3.2 ABCD Products for Maximum Impact
1. Within the next year, what products could we create that will maximize our impact?
●

●

●

●

●

A City for the Changing? Laurie Adkin. Short documentary film following the Edmonton
Citizens’ Panel’s work and recommendations, and their reception by the City. The
project is significant to educate the public about deliberation, citizenship, climate change,
policy issues, city government, politics, and strategies of political change.
A Value Proposition for Deliberative Processes, David Kahane. A video and business
case on the experience of ABCD for administrators and elected officials. The project is
significant given the difficulty of communicating the meaning and significance of
deliberative democracy for decision makers.
Guide to Facilitation Wicked Deliberation Project, Gwen Blue. Producing an
accessible, user friendly guide - training tool kit for deliberation. The project walks
through the process of facilitation specific to deliberative processes on complex issues
(experiential scenarios, case studies)
Creative Expressions toward Increased Democratization, Genevieve Fuji Johnson.
This project is a psychological and relational exploration of the demands and adventures
of active citizenship through a creative medium - graphic novel, fiction or short story.
This project would explore a week in the life of a participant or facilitator navigating a
deliberative process.
Research Assistants Experience, Deb Schrader. This project is an evaluation tool that
would explore and help to define the research assistant learning experience in hopes of
training and building capacity in future RAs and academics. (SSHRC, CURA)
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3.3 Collaboration for Action: Action Projects & Scholarly Work
●

Alberta Climate Calculator, Bob Hawkesworth. Every participant could go to this prior
to a dialogue to find out more about their carbon footprint

●

UAlberta Campus Sustainability Plan, Lisa
○ Takeaways: metrics; importance of leadership; high level support on campus and
at City of Edmonton; tradeoffs and cost benefit

●

Comparative Research, Genevieve Fuji Johnson
○ Potential for comparative research between Citizen Initiative Review Process and
Citizens Panel in Edmonton.
○ Next steps: Genevieve will send email to connect both teams
○ Outstanding questions: what kind of analyses currently taking place, what are the
tools for analysis, what kind of themes should be focused on

●

Video Framing for Citizen Deliberations, David Kahane, Janette, Mark, Gwen.
○ RSA style video
○ Identify class at Emily Carr (Sept-Dec 2015), where students could take this on
as a project - Gwen will scope out a class
○ Bring in a panel of people who talk about framing for deliberation vs effective
public outreach (ex. Cara Pike)

●

Video for Officials, Fiona Cavanagh, Mary, Pat.
○ Critical next steps: identify RA, project lead to put together a budget; initial
brainstorm about key messages and draft; overall creative approach
(demonstrate deliberation, humour); schedule interviews; host focus group first
draft of video

3.4 ABCD Products for Maximum Impact
●
●

Developing infographics/menu-driven key tips/learning from practitioner paper (MMP, JD, DS)
Videos – keys to impactful powerful deliberative democracy researcher/practitioners collaborative
(MPM, JD)

●
●

Paper, tools, questions on lessons learned for researching deliberation, need for longitudinal
research
Lesson plans from ABCD deliberations process with key questions and activities (shared internally)
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3.5 Next Steps and Call for Proposals (David Kahane):
Purpose: Develop products that bring ABCD ‘learning out into the
world’ to maximize impact.
This can be done through researchers working with data generated
from the ABCD projects.
Timeline: Call for proposals in 6 weeks - projects need to be
completed by end of 2015
Funding for: RAs, payment for practitioners’ time, and scholarly
publications.
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ABCD Timeline
The ABCD timeline demonstrates the progress and learning over the past 7 years, from 2007 to
present. The graphic recording illustrates the points of major deliberations, meetings,
milestones, products, staff and public events.
Code: Red: milestones, paper products; Orange: Major meetings, Purple: major
deliberations, and Green: staff. Public events are shown in blue in the upper right hand
corner.
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